Amorphous, glassy alloys have attracted the attention of scientists and technologists all over the world for the past 20 years. It is generally agreed that the transition from metal liquid to glass occurs at a viscosity of 10 u -10 12 Pasee [10 12 -10 13 poise], within a narrow temperature range known as the glass transition temperature, T g . Unfortunately, theoretical calculations of T g do not yet exist. A mathematical model for the calculation of the viscosity temperature dependence is proposed, based on the free-volume model and some commonly adopted criteria for glass forming ability of binary alloys.
INTRODUCTION
"The physics of glasses is one of the big unsolved problems of current condensed-matter physics" III. This is due to the lack of quantitative understanding of the factors that control the glass forming ability of a given material. It is agreed that the primary requirement for glass formation in metallic systems is that crystallization from the melt is by-passed until the shear viscosity of the liquid attains a high critical value. At sufficient undercooling, the liquid indeed solidifies to a glassy state. The transition occurs within a narrow temperature range, known as the glass transition temperature interval T g . In this temperature interval, viscosity increases very rapidly to 10 n -10 
MODELING GLASS FORMATION
The free-volume model 111 states that the temperature dependence of the viscosity is given by:
and the average free volume per atom divided by the atomic volume V/T) is given by /2/:
where η 0 , C and W are constants. These constants can be evaluated, using the assumption of an iso-free volume state both at the melting temperature T m {Equation (4) below} and the glass transition 
(5)
These criteria are as follows:
• quenching rates should exceed 10 7 Ksec 1 /3,7/;
• suppression of crystallization 161, generally achieved at high undercooling;
• According to Reference 111, the metallic glass systems can be divided into categories, four of which are shown in Table 1 .
As seen in equations (3 to 7), the value of T g has to be known for the evaluation of r\(T). Unfortunately, there is no available theoretical method for the calculation of T g . In the absence of such a theory, an initial estimate of T g has to be made and introduced in a recursive computational procedure. In the present paper, that estimate is based on a quantification of the commonly adopted criteria for the glass forming ability of binary alloys, as reported in the literature 13-91.
In the present paper, use is made of a "figure of merit" for the evaluation of the glass forming ability of any binary system. A detailed data base of the physical and thermodynamic constants for both pure elements and binary alloys as reported in the literature has been built. For the A x .iB x system under investigation, the calculation of the viscosity temperature dependence η (Τ) is done in successive steps, as explained in the block diagram shown in Figure 1 . An initial guess for the glass transition temperature T g is made by weighing the various criteria as detailed before, namely the radii (r A and r B ) mismatch, the departure from the maximum solute concentration (x < 0.10) and from the eutectic composition, the glass transition temperature for the solvents element {T g (A)} and A, Β melting temperatures {T m (A) and T m (B)}. The factor of merit as evaluated according to the scheme in Figure 1 is a measure of the glass-forming ability of the considered alloy A X .,B X .
RESULTS
Results of the computations, for the ZrBe and FeB systems are depicted in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively, that show the dependence of the viscosity, in Pasee, on temperature, for various binary compositions. 
[τ-τ 0 \ where η 0 , Β and T 0 are constants. In Reference /11/, the two models have been checked for the Fel9B alloy. The curves have different shapes. This introduces an amount of uncertainty for the correct prediction of the transition temperature. A sensitivity study is needed, the results of which should be compared to available experimental results. In the present model, Equation (1) has been preferentially chosen, being more appropriate for largely undercooled melts /10/, while Equation (8) applies strictly to equilibrium viscosity only 111.
2. The computational results presented in Figure 3 for the ZrBe system show only a limited accuracy for the prediction of the glass transition temperature of the far from eutectic compositions. For Zr45Be as an example, the predicted value for T g is 534 K, while the experimental value is 648 Κ /ll/. Experimental results show an increase in glass transition values as the composition is more and more hypereutectic. This is contradictory to the glass-forming ability criterion that states: "for noneutectic compositions, the lower the T rg , the worse is the glass-forming ability. The highest... glass transition temperature for a binary AB alloy is ... at the eutectic composition." Ill This issue is currently under investigation l\2l.
